Abstract: Friend based Ad-hoc routing using Challenges to Establish Security (FACES) is an algorithm to provide secure routing in ad-hoc mobile networks. The scheme proposed has been drawn from a network of friends in real life scenarios. The algorithm is divided into four stages, viz. Challenge your neighbour, Rate Friends, Share Friends and Route through Friends. One of the major advantages of this scheme is that the nodes do not need to promiscuously listen to the traffic passing through their neighbours. The information about the malicious nodes is gathered effectively by using Challenges, which reduces the overhead on networks. As a result of this scheme of operation, the network is able to effectively isolate the malicious nodes which are left with no role to play in the ad-hoc network. One major benefit of this scheme is that the nodes do not need to promiscuously listen to the traffic passing through their neighbours. The information about the malicious nodes is gathered effectively by using Challenges. This reduces the overhead on the network significantly. Through extensive simulation analysis it was inferred that this scheme provides an efficient approach towards security and easier detection of malicious nodes in the mobile ad-hoc network.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless technologies have revolutionized the world of communications. It started with the use of radio receivers or transceivers for use in wireless telegraphy early on and now the term wireless is used to describe technologies such as the cellular networks and wireless broadband Internet. Although the wireless medium has limited spectrum along with a few other constraints as compared to the guided media, it provides he only means of mobile communication. Wireless ad-hoc networking is used for random and rapid deployment of a large number of nodes, which is a technology with a wide range of applications such as tactical communications, disaster relief operations, health care and temporary networking in areas that are not densely populated. A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) [1] - [3] consists of mobile hosts equipped with wireless communication devices. The transmission of a mobile host is received by all hosts within its transmission range due to the broadcast nature of wireless communication and omnidirectional antenna. If two wireless hosts are not within the transmission range in ad-hoc networks, other mobile hosts located between them can forward their messages, which effectively build connected networks among the mobile hosts in the deployed area.
Objective
In this paper, we present the design and propose an algorithm to establish secure routing in mobile ad-hoc networks. We name the algorithm as FACES which stands for Friend based Ad-hoc routing using Challenges to Establish Security. The name of the algorithm itself explanatory. We use trust establishment through friends and special challenges for authenticating the nodes. This provides a robust mechanism for thwarting attacks by isolating malicious nodes in the network. We also propose friend updating schemes and suggest a novel way to authenticate nodes using challenges, which is the basis of the algorithm. The algorithm tackles all the security challenges in an innovative way and gives a robust selfsustaining security mechanism without data is finally routed through the route with the greatest number of trusted friends. The quality of the route is determined by evaluating each and every node in the route and making a final decision about the quality of the route. To deal with eavesdropping we encrypt the data at the source using public key cryptography. A central authority such as a key distribution center can be very difficult to maintain in a mobile ad-hoc network. So, whenever a destination node receives a route request it sends its public key along with the route reply. The source uses that public key, which it receives from the most trusted route to encrypt the data that needs to be sent. In this way the chances of man in the middle attack are greatly reduced and eventually are eliminated as the friend circle becomes much more robust. The use of wireless ad-hoc networks also introduces additional security challenges that have to be dealt with. The weak links that cause these security challenges are as follows.
RELATED WORK
This section discusses the previous work done in the field of secure routing in ad hoc networks. The goals of any secure routing protocol are to provide some or all of the properties such as Authentication, Access Control, Confidentiality, Privacy, Integrity, Authorization, Anonymity, Non-repudiation, Freshness, Availability, Resilience to attacks. Of these, Availability in particular targets denial of service (DoS) [5] attacks and has the ability to sustain the networking functionalities without any interruption due to security threats. The routing algorithms deal with the dynamic aspects of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks in their own way depending upon the requirements of the system. Essentially a routing algorithm can behave in a reactive, proactive, or a combination of both, that is, in a hybrid way. Reactive algorithms are those that behave in an on-demand fashion, which means that these algorithms gather routing information in response to some event viz. start of a data session, route request messages, link failure messages etc. Proactive algorithms are those which gather essential information before hand, so that the information is readily available when an event occurs. Hybrid algorithms use both proactive and reactive components in order to try to combine the best of both schemes. The conventional routing protocols for MANETS are DSR [4] and AODV [6] . These conventional routing algorithms do not provide security and are prone to attacks caused by malicious nodes moving in the network. Since security is one of the major concerns of adhoc networks there is a need for secure routing schemes in adhoc networks. This can be achieved by using either of the following security based routing methods: payment-based systems, reputation-based systems and cryptography-based systems. All these systems have their own features. Of these, the reputation-based systems and the cryptography-based systems are the ones that are most widely used in ad-hoc networks. It has also been observed that most of the secure routing algorithms use cryptography as the central mechanism to implement security. Two of the most widely used algorithms for public key cryptography are RSA and Diffie -Hellman [7] , [8] . A number of routing protocols [9] - [16] have been proposed towards providing security in ad-hoc networks. Some of the most widely discussed protocols are Authenticated Routing for Ad Hoc Networking (ARAN) [9] , ARIADNE [10] and Watchdog Pathrater [11] . There have also been various secure routing techniques [14] - [16] that use multipath based routing where they break the data into different number of sub packets, encrypt them and then finally route them through different paths. In this work we have looked into the secure routing techniques DMR [14] , TMR [15] and MTMR [16] , and have designed the proposed FACES protocol to provide better security. These protocols [14] - [16] have been discussed in the following subsections, as these protocols are the ones that have been used for comparison with the proposed technique FACES.
Security Enhancement through Disjoint
Multipath Transmission: DMR DMR [14] provides a way to further secure the data transmitted along routes of a wireless ad hoc network after a potentially secure connection has been established between two nodes. In this method, the encryption/decryption key used is the message itself. The approach requires that the message is split into parts (sub-messages) and that the encrypted submessages be transmitted along different paths (routes) which are reception disjoint. The method partitions a 4n-bit message into two four n-bit parts called. Up to three redundant bits can be added in order to make the number of bits a multiple of four. Four encrypted n-bit parts, labeled are generated using the equations referred in [14] . For details regarding the encryption and decryption of the message, refer the technique discussed in [14] . This protocol takes advantage of the shortest path between the source and the destination. A modification of Dijkstra's algorithm is applied for this purpose. All nodes have positive weight. Every path that is returned and is a desired path automatically implies that a second path exists with the reception disjoint property. This set of paths will be used as the solution to the routing problem. Another feature used to determine the security of each selected route is the "priority" labeling. The nodes are labeled with a "priority" number according to the number of edges they are linked to. This indicates if a node can be trusted on sending a message with less chance of that message being grabbed by an adjacent node. In this method, the decryption of the original message requires all the encrypted parts. The security of this method lies in the fact that an enemy node or a corrupted node needs to intercept all the parts to be able to decipher the message. Failure to intercept one part gives no information about the original message.
Message Security using Trust-Based Multipath Routing : TMR
TMR [15] provides a method of message security using trust based multipath routing. In this approach, less trusted nodes are given lesser number of self-encrypted parts of a message, thereby making it difficult for malicious nodes to gain access to the minimum information required to break through the encryption strategy. Using trust levels, it makes multipath routing flexible enough to be usable in networks with "vital" nodes and absence of necessary redundancy. In addition, using trust levels, it avoids the non-trusted nodes in the routes that may use brute force attacks and may decrypt messages if enough parts of the message are available to them. This technique uses a variation of the trust models used in [17] and [18] . A node is assigned a discrete trust level in the range of to 4. A trust level of 4 defines a complete trust and a trust level of defines a complete distrust. These trust levels also define the maximum number of packets which can be routed through those nodes. The trust level assigned to a node is a combination of direct interaction with its neighbors and the recommendations from its peers. A node assigns a direct trust level to its neighbor on the basis of acknowledgements received. The 4 n-bit message is divided into 4 n-bit parts, and encrypted using the equations referred in [15] .The encrypted parts are then routed instead of the original message using multiple paths between the source and the destination nodes. These multiple paths between the source and the destination nodes are found using DSR. In this, the source node waits for a predefined time period in order to have multiple paths to the destination. The routing paths are finally selected from the set of obtained paths using a novel trust defined strategy in which a node with a trust level of is given at most parts of the packet to forward. This limits the possibility of a brute force decryption of the message. The routes are selected using a greedy approach on the basis of path length such that a node with a trust level of does not get more than packets on the route to the destination. At the destination, the message parts are then decrypted using the equations referred in [15] .Thus, the TMR approach is found to be more secure than the multipath routing using disjoint paths (DMR), but it generally takes more time in route selection.
Message and Trust Based Multipath Routing: MTMR
MTMR [16] uses a trust assignment and updating strategy which can be used to identify and isolate malicious nodes without being hard on the resources of the network. It uses a parameter, the trust requirement of the message such that each message has a certain level of importance based on its content and type. This is the trust requirement of a particular message, which decides how the message will be routed. Therefore, only paths with certain trust level can be used for its forwarding. This further enhances the security of the system. Initially, each node is given a trust value of zero which indicates unknown trust level. Later this value may be incremented or decremented based on the behavior of the node. The trust levels have a range of values from for minimum trust and for maximum trust. Equations (1) and (2) are used for decrementing and incrementing the trust of a node. In these equations indicates the allowed number of misbehaviors that a node with a given value of trust can perform and, indicates the number of times a normal behavior was exhibited by a node with trust (1) & (2) . If the trust is calculated as 1, then the value of will be equal to 2. Therefore, it will take two misbehaviors to reduce trust value to an immediate lesser trust level of 0. Similarly, for a node with trust level 4, eight (8) misbehaviors are allowed, also if a node with a current trust value as 3 has to rise to a trust level of 4, it will have to perform normally for at least 8 times. Equation (3) below (based on the technique referred in [19] ) calculates the trust value of a given node by its neighboring nodes. In this equation, is the trust level that the node has of node is the trust level that node has observed on node , and represents the required trust level for the current message delivery. (3) The MTMR approach uses the message encryption inspired by cipher-block chaining (CBC) mode of block encryption referred in [20] , [21] . It defines a trust based path selection strategy where a path with trust is given only parts of the packet to forward. This limits the possibility of brute-force decryption of the message by any node with lower trust value than the message. The multiple paths are calculated by DSR, by waiting for a specified period of time for the multiple Route_Reply packets to come from various paths. The paths are then arranged in an ascending order of hop-counts and descending order of trust levels. This step makes sure that the routes selected are of least hop-count besides being most trusted, so as to minimize the overheads and the path with highest trust is selected. Once the paths have been selected, the parts of the data packets are then transmitted through these selected paths based on the routing decisions discussed in [16] . Once the parts of the packets have been sent completely, the source then sends the hash of the complete packet as the final message. The hash message is calculated as a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) variant [20] .
FACES PROTOCOL
In this section, we discuss our proposed algorithm in detail. We start with the list of terms used in the protocol. This is followed by a detailed discussion of the algorithm and a list of security attacks thwarted by it.
List of Terms Used

Question Mark List
The list of nodes which are deemed suspicious by a particular node. This list is stored for each and every node in its data structure.
Unauthenticated List
The list of nodes of which no security information is present.
Friend List
This is the list of nodes which convey trust. Like the question mark list, a friend list is also stored for each node in its data structure. Friends are rated on a scale of 0 to 10.
Friend Request (FREQ)
This is a control packet which is used to initiate friend sharing. A node receiving this packet replies with the nodes in its friend list, unauthenticated list and the question mark list.
Data Rating (DR)
This is the rating given to nodes after they transmit some amount of data for the source node.
Friend Rating (FR)
This is the rating computed when nodes share their friend lists.
Net Rating (NR)
This rating is computed as a weighted mean of DR and FR.
Obtained Rating (OR)
The rating received during the friend sharing stage.
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FACES Algorithm Description
Friend based Ad-hoc routing using Challenges to Establish Security (FACES) accomplishes establishment of friend networks in MANETs in the same way as in real life scenarios. We apply the same idea to develop the FACES algorithm. The proposed FACES algorithm is divided into the following four stages as shown in Figure 1(a) & 1(b) Challenge your neighbor, Rate Friends, Share Friends and Route through friends.
The figure 1(b) also depicts the link/flow between the different stages of the algorithm. The routing of data in the protocol is on demand; that is whenever the need arises. But challenges, friend sharing and rating are periodic processes. This makes the FACES protocol a hybrid one. The your neighbor stage is designed to facilitate trust establishment for a new node in relation to the other nodes present in the network. Rate Friends, Share Friends and Route through friends gradually make the network robust in terms of the reliability of the nodes, and it is through these stages th nodes gather data about each other and populate a where the information about reliable nodes is kept. A node having its neighbors in its friend list does not need to challenge them before a data session. The idea of the FACES scheme is drawn from real life friend networks. When people meet in a new community or a group they are strangers to each other. Fig. 1(a) depicts a network of friends in a community. Tasks are completed by trusting one another unconditionally initially and with time the trust level increases with the number of successful task completions. Initially breach of trust is possible as no one has any information about the people with malicious intentions. However, with time, trust relationships are formed and we have a community where tasks are completed efficiently. The following sections discuss each of the stages in greater detail.
Challenge your neighbor
Challenge is a mechanism to authenticate nodes initially when no criterion is present. It is a basic test which a node has to complete in order to prove its honesty and integrity. Let us assume that the node challenges its neighbor node.
Step 1) When the network is newly initialized, each node is a stranger to another. Thus each node incorporates its neighbors in the unauthenticated list.
Step 2) The node picks one of the neighbors, and performs the usual Share Friends Stage (which will be discussed later).
Step 3) As a response the neighbor node either sends its friend list or the nodes from its unauthenticated list if the friend list is empty.
Step 4) On receiving the list, the node picks up a node which it can reach on its own and in the most efficient way. Let us say that this node is. figure 1(b) also depicts the link/flow between the thm. The routing of data in the protocol is on demand; that is whenever the need arises. But challenges, friend sharing and rating are periodic processes. This makes the FACES protocol a hybrid one. The Challenge te trust establishment for a new node in relation to the other nodes present in the Rate Friends, Share Friends and Route through gradually make the network robust in terms of the reliability of the nodes, and it is through these stages that the nodes gather data about each other and populate a friend list where the information about reliable nodes is kept. A node having its neighbors in its friend list does not need to challenge them before a data session. The idea of the FACES scheme is rawn from real life friend networks. When people meet in a new community or a group they are strangers to each other. Fig. 1(a) depicts a network of friends in a community. Tasks are completed by trusting one another unconditionally initially ith time the trust level increases with the number of successful task completions. Initially breach of trust is possible as no one has any information about the people with malicious intentions. However, with time, trust relationships are formed e a community where tasks are completed efficiently. The following sections discuss each of the stages in Challenge is a mechanism to authenticate nodes initially when which a node has to complete in order to prove its honesty and integrity. Let us assume that the node challenges its neighbor node.
Step 1) When the network is newly initialized, each node is a stranger to another. Thus each node incorporates its neighbors
Step 2) The node picks one of the neighbors, and performs the (which will be discussed later).
Step 3) As a response the neighbor node either sends its friend if the friend list is
Step 4) On receiving the list, the node picks up a node which it can reach on its own and in the most efficient way. Let us say
Step 5) Now the node has two ways to reach the node one through and another through a route already known to it.
Step 6) The node initiates a challenge and encrypts it with the public key of. It then sends it through both routes also includes its own public key with the challenge.
Step 7) The node sees the challenge as a normal data packet and routes it.
Figure. As decrypts the data packet and finds that it is a challenge it responds to the challenge. It then encrypts the response with public key that it obtained in STEP 6.
Step 8) Receives the result of the challenge from both routes and after decrypting, it compares them. If they are same then node adds node at the bottom of its friend list. In this way, node can authenticate node as a node which is behaving genuinely at least initially. 
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Step 5) Now the node has two ways to reach the node one er through a route already known to it.
Step 6) The node initiates a challenge and encrypts it with the public key of. It then sends it through both routes also includes
Step 7) The node sees the challenge as a normal data packet
Network of friends in a community FACES : Link / Flow between different stages
As decrypts the data packet and finds that it is a challenge it responds to the challenge. It then encrypts the response with
Step 8) Receives the result of the challenge from both routes ares them. If they are same then node adds node at the bottom of its friend list. In this way, node can authenticate node as a node which is behaving Route through Friends Figure. 2 gives an illustration of how the challenge is initiated by on disguised as a data packet for. The challenge is also routed through to Figure 2 . Illustration of the challenge and the results obtained are compared to arrive at a decision about the node .However, there are some cases which might bring ambiguity in the mind of the reader. We discuss these cases though the method of questions. Each question is formulated to depict the working of this stage of the algorithm. Below, we provide the questions and the answers for the issues which test the suitability of the Challenge Your Neighbor Stage.
Description of the challenge
Each node is initialized with a pair of large prime integers which is secret to that node. When a node wants to send a challenge to a particular node it sends one of his random prime numbers to it and expects a response in return. The challenge process takes the following four steps for node challenging node.
Step 1) First it is initialized with
Step 2) When challenges, as described above. It sends a random prime number "n" as the challenge.
Step 3) computes mod n and sends the result to the two paths.
Step 4) compares the result from the two paths to arrive at a decision on as described above. Since and are all very large prime numbers it is impossible to determine and from the result of the mod function as that is known to be a hard problem. In this way, the nodes can authenticate each other through the challenge process. As the newly initialized nodes authenticate each other and a robust network of friends is formed, it becomes very difficult for a new malicious node to authenticate itself.
Rate Friends
Friends are rated on a scale of zero to ten. Initially each node has only those nodes in their friend list that completed the challenge successfully. Sharing of friend nodes is done in the Share Friends stage as the friend relation is transitive in nature that is a friend of friend includes in his friend list too. Each friend in the list has the following three classes of ratings: Data Rating (DR), Friend Rating (FR) and Net Rating (NR).
Data Rating
The data rating is updated by a node for its friend on the basis of amount of data it transfers for it. This is a significant metric for judging the quality of the node, as it portrays its battery power and general capacity to forward data packets. The DR of a friend node varies according to the number of data packets transferred through it. The net DR is calculated as a moving average of the last five data ratings. Equation (4) describes the moving average relation between a data rating and the previous five data ratings:(4) The DR for a particular session is calculated as (5) where is the number of data packets transmitted and is the factor by which we want the number of data packets to be related to the rating. The moving average is a significant tool to estimate the recent quality of node in terms of data forwarding. As and when a node drops data packets, we compute the negative value for one session of DR using as the number of data packets dropped. The exponential scaling on the number of data transferred is an effective tool to scale according the requirements of the network. We can change the value of according to the volume of data that is transferred trough the network. Keeping a value (of 1/100) ensures a smooth scaling from 1 to 10 for data packets up to 200 with a data rating of around 6 for 100 packets. As we increase the value of, the curve increases DR quickly towards the maximum value 10. As is decreased it smoothens the DR along the range of the data packets. Fig. 3 below shows the graph of DR versus the number of data packets transmitted up to 200 with.
Friend Rating
During the Friend Sharing stage a node asks for the friend list of node and incorporates the rating of friends in the following way.
1) If a node have common friend, then the node obtains the rating of the node from node as (6) , shown at the bottom of the page. The idea behind this (6) is to incorporate the trust that node has on node while obtaining the rating of node from it. We further explain this through the use of two scenarios.
Net Rating
The idea behind calculating DR and FR is to have two opinions in front of each node. This is done because malicious nodes can identify some nodes for which they would work properly while for some they would drop packets. The DR acts as the soul opinion of the host node and FR acts as the opinion of its friend nodes. The Net Rating (NR) would be a weighted mean of the two ratings as given in equation (1):
------------(1)
Where W1 and W2 would be the weights assigned to DR and FR respectively. The values of W1and W2 are network dependent and can be learnt with experience.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Figure. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Mobile Ad-hoc network (MANETs) due to its dynamic nature has many challenges. Some of the major challenges are number of malicious nodes detected, number of hops, route discovery time, packet loss, energy and power consumption.
Many Routing algorithms namely DMR, TMR, MTMR and FACES have their own way in order to establish the trust and transmit packet securely. But Friend based protocol proved to be best in terms of number of malicious nodes detected, number of hops, route discovery time, packet loss, power consumption and energy.
After a logical analysis and extensive simulation of the FACES algorithm under different scenarios, we come to the conclusion that it offers robust scheme to afford security for mobile ad-hoc networks and performs better than the trust based protocols from which it was compared. Due to the absence of the need of promiscuous mode in the mobile nodes, the network has to bear a lot less overhead as compared to other secure routing schemes. The friends sharing scheme turns out to be an efficient mechanism to spread information about trusted nodes effectively in the system. In our protocol, we use challenges to authenticate any node compared to the other security protocols that use multipath routing and overhear the neighbor activities. To make a decision that a node is malicious, the multipath routing algorithms take much more time than FACES scheme which detects the malicious activity by checking the challenge reply. This on the other hand reduces overheads and hence reduces the chances of unsecured routing through faulty nodes. Due to these challenges, the FACES protocol works much better and provides more security than the other multipath routing protocols. In the future, we plan to implement existing secure routing protocols such as the ARIADNE and ARAN and compare them with the proposed FACES protocol. This would give a better picture about the standing of the FACES algorithm as compared to these long established secure routing protocols for MANETs.
